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yallo continues to expand its full range with new Home Cable offers 
and more yallo TV  

• With mobile, Internet and TV, yallo offers telecommunications services and entertainment from a single 
source. 

• yallo is expanding its Internet portfolio as a full-service provider: yallo Home Cable S (300 Mbit/s) and yallo 
Home Cable M (500 Mbit/s) are affordable cable Internet offers now available for medium broadband 
requirements.  

• Launch promo: yallo Home Cable S with 300 Mbit/s Internet speed, yallo TV and yallo TV Box included, now 
for CHF 34.–/month instead of CHF 59.–/month. This discount is valid for life.  

• yallo TV is more: The yallo TV app is now also available for Apple TV. Plus it is possible to purchase up to four 
additional yallo TV Boxes (one-time fee of CHF 69.– per Box), allowing customers to watch yallo TV on 
multiple big-screen devices at home. A new channel-hopping mode and voice search function will soon make 
yallo TV even more intuitive. 

• The best Internet in Switzerland thanks to the hybrid fiber network from Sunrise UPC.  

 

«Things are really moving along quickly at yallo. Within just four months, we have launched yallo TV and the cable 
Internet offer yallo Home Max Cable. As a full-service provider, we reach over 80% of Swiss households. We are 
now expanding our Home Cable offer further and putting ourselves in a position to even better meet the diverse 
needs of our customers – and all at our usual low prices. We are also expanding our yallo TV services and once 
again making one thing clear: yallo is more!» says Christoph Richartz, Chief YOL Officer of Sunrise UPC.  

 

yallo Home Cable S and M 

With yallo Home Max Fiber (up to 10 Gbit/s) and yallo Home Max Cable (up to 1 Gbit/s), yallo offers superfast 
Internet products to meet the highest demands. With yallo Home Cable S (up to 300 Mbit/s download speed, up to 
30 Mbit/s upload speed) and yallo Home Cable M (up to 500 Mbit/s download speed, up to 50 Mbit/s upload 
speed), yallo is launching two new offers.  

The lower Internet speeds at lower prices of yallo Home Cable S (list price CHF 59.–/month) and yallo Home Cable 
M (list price CHF 69.–/month) are ideal for small to medium-sized households. With these subscriptions, it is 
conveniently and reliably possible to surf the Internet, stream, watch movies, play online, work from home and 
take part in video conferences on multiple devices at the same time. The Giga Connect Box (modem) is included in 
the subscription. Once the order has been placed online, activation of the connection is simple and can be 
completed within a few days. 

The launch promotion of yallo Home Cable S for CHF 34.–/month instead of CHF 59.–/month is valid for both new 
and existing customers, with yallo TV (CHF 20.–/month) and the yallo TV Box (one-time fee of CHF 69.–) at no extra 
charge / already included in the subscription.  

These new yallo Home Cable offers are available exclusively at yallo.ch, via the yallo hotline at 0800 00 48 58, and 
in yallo shops and yallo pop-up stores.  

https://www.yallo.ch/en/home-internet
https://www.yallo.ch/en/shop


 

 

yallo TV is more as well 

yallo TV is now also available as an app for Apple TV, thereby fulfilling another customer wish. In addition, yallo TV 
Box users can also take advantage of new possibilities: Those who wish to watch yallo TV at home on TV sets in 
multiple rooms can now order additional TV Boxes through customer service (one-time fee of CHF 69.– per Box, 
maximum of 5). However, it’s not just the availability of yallo TV that yallo is expanding upon. Customers can also 
look forward to user interface optimizations. Among other things, yallo will be introducing an optimized channel-
hopping mode in the coming weeks, and it will also be possible to find TV shows by using voice commands, thanks 
to a new voice search function. Customers can let yallo know directly what yallo TV improvements they would like 
to see by means of an integrated feedback function (via Internet browser and mobile app), and yallo will continue 
to optimize yallo TV in line with customer requirements.  

 

The best Internet in Switzerland 

yallo provides its telecommunications and entertainment services via the hybrid fiber network from Sunrise UPC. In 
the 2021 Broadband Benchmark, PC Magazin/PCgo concluded that, with its fiber optic and cable network, Sunrise 
UPC offers the fastest and best Internet in Switzerland.  

As PC Magazin sums up in its report: «This corporate merger has created a strong carrier, raising high expectations 
due to its combination of the UPC broadband cable infrastructure and the Sunrise fiber optics network. Sunrise UPC 
started as the favorite and succeeded in meeting these high expectations as the overall winner in Switzerland in our 
fixed network comparison.»  

yallo customers also benefit from this best Internet with the yallo Home Max Fiber and yallo Home Cable offers, 
but at the usual low prices.   

 

yallo’s successful journey to becoming a full-service provider 

yallo was founded in 2005 as a mobile prepaid provider, and by gradually expanding its offers to include mobile 
postpaid, yallo Home (4G/5G) and yallo Home Max Fiber for at-home Internet, and yallo TV, it has since grown into 
a full-service provider. With the launch of the Internet offer for cable connections in January 2022, yallo 
significantly expanded its full-service positioning. In one fell swoop, gigabit-speed Internet coverage doubled to 
over 80% of Swiss households. By making this move, yallo is outperforming direct competitors who can only rely on 
a mobile and fiber optic infrastructure. yallo targets price-conscious customers who value simple, innovative 
products and services with a focus on the digital experience. 
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